CHAPTER 51. COOPERATIVE CORPORATIONS

GENERAL

Sec. 51.1. General checklist for forming cooperative corporations. [Reserved]

FORMS


GENERAL

§ 51.1. General checklist for forming cooperative corporations. [Reserved]

Source

FORMS

The following official forms have been promulgated under this chapter and appear in Appendix A:

Form DSCB:15-7102B (Articles of Incorporation—Nonprofit Cooperative Corporation). Note: Cooperative corporations for profit should use form DSCB:15-1306/2102/2302/2702/2903/7102A.

Form DSCB:15-7104 (Articles of Amendment-Election of Cooperative Corporation Status-Domestic Business Corporation).

Form DSCB:15-7105 (Articles of Amendment-Termination of Cooperative Corporation Status-Domestic Cooperative Corporation for Profit).

Form DSCB:15-7106 (Articles of Amendment-Election of Cooperative Corporation Status-Domestic Nonprofit Corporation).

Form DSCB:15-7107 (Articles of Amendment-Termination of Cooperative Corporation Status-Domestic Nonprofit Cooperative Corporation).
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